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BODY: 
I've got an offer from another agency; shall I take it?" 
 
That's the sort of question I'm getting now from my first "crop" of students. The class of 1987 
has been employed for a whole year now. The student bodies are getting restless.  
 
I used to have a pat answer: Stay put on the client side, but you'll move up faster by hopping 
from agency to agency. "As soon as you've got a job, you're worth $10,000 more a year to 
somebody else," an agency personnel person told one group of students last year. "It's an 
agency fact of life." 
 
In a world where agency growth was fueled by media inflation and the commission was king, 
maybe that was true. Many of the agency aristocrats I know were at two or three or more 
other places before they settled into the one they now call home. 
 
Is that still the way to go? I'm not so sure. 
 
On the client side, my successful friends have tended to change companies only once, if at all, 
in the course of their careers. Meanwhile, seniority-based perks and compensation kickers 
created powerful chains of gold. 
 
Ah, the safety and security of it all. 
 
Until that world changed, too. Arbitrary and draconian reductions in force, mergers and 
acquisitions and reorganizations and relocations shattered that great American dream. 
Suddenly 50-year-old executives found themselves on the street with 25 years of experience 
that sometimes looked more like one year of experience repeated 25 times. Slow growth had 
more than one meaning. 
 
So what do I tell my students now? 
 
How often you change jobs on either side (or in publishing or broadcasting or any other 
related field) is far less important than why. 
 
Never change jobs for money. 
 
If you like and respect the people you're working with and for, if you're doing good work and 
learning, don't let someone lure you away for a crummy $5,000. (Kids making $20,000 or less 
find it hard to think of $5,000 as "crummy," until I put it in the context of the six-figure they 
want to make.) 



 
Money that comes too easily lacks staying power. The best way to grow your income is still 
the old-fashioned way, as the Smith-Barney codgers say: You earn it. Good money follows 
good work. It's almost never the other way around. 
 
Never change jobs for geography. 
 
People have derailed promising careers, going to companies they know little about because 
they thought they'd like to work in Boston, or wanted to try out the West Coast. There's 
nothing wrong with such a whim as a tie-breaker, but ask yourself: Would you leave where 
you are to join those people or take that job if it was just across the street? If the answer is 
no, wait. Something better will turn up. 
 
On the other hand: 
 
Never miss a chance to grow. 
 
The name of the game is learning curve. A solid career is cumulative, not sequential. You build 
your capabilities, your experience and your reputation and, funniest thing: Your income grows. 
Even if you're happy and secure where you are, if someone offers you an opportunity for real 
growth, consider it well. Look two years down the road: Will you be worth more, to yourself 
and others, in the new situation? Have you topped out where you are? (Are you sure? More 
about that in a minute.) If so, take a deep breath, screw up your courage and jump in. If it's a 
real growth opportunity, your present employer will wish you well. (If he or she doesn't, then 
you can be doubly sure you made the right decision.) 
 
But I give ex-students one more piece of advice when they get itchy: Never forget that the 
best job you've ever had is the one you have now. 
 
A mentor of mine had a sign on his wall which said, "When you work for a man, for God's sake, 
work for him." Dated gender assumption aside, it's still good advice. Someone made an 
investment in you, cared enough about you to hire you. You owe him or her -- and yourself -- 
your very best effort. Do so well in your current job that you're promoted. 
 
Now that's a really good time and good reason to change jobs. 


